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The mujahideen found other support from a variety of sources including the Central Intelligence Agency of
the United States see Operation Cyclone , as well as Saudi Arabia , Pakistan and other Muslim nations through
the context of the Cold War and the regional Indiaâ€”Pakistan conflict. Invasion of Grenada â€” a U.
Salvadoran Civil War â€” â€” part of the cold war conflicts, reached its peak in the s, 70, Salvadorans died.
Argentina invaded the Falkland Islands , sparking the Falklands War. It occurred from 2 April to 14 July
between the United Kingdom and Argentina as British forces fought to recover the islands. Britain emerged
victorious and its stance in international affairs and its long decaying reputation as a colonial power received
an unexpected boost. The military junta of Argentina, on the other hand, was left humiliated by the defeat; and
its leader Leopoldo Galtieri was deposed three days after the end of the war. A military investigation known as
the Rattenbach report even recommended his execution. After attacking the PLO , as well as Syrian , leftist
and Muslim Lebanese forces, Israel occupied southern Lebanon and eventually surrounded the PLO in west
Beirut and subjected to heavy bombardment, they negotiated passage from Lebanon. The attack cost lives,
most of them Tunisian civilians. The attack was later condemned by the United Nations Security Council. The
United States is thought to have assisted or known of the attack. The Iranâ€”Iraq War took place from to Iraq
was accused of using illegal chemical weapons to kill Iranian forces and against its own dissident Kurdish
populations. Both sides suffered enormous casualties, but the poorly equipped Iranian armies suffered worse
for it, being forced to use soldiers as young as 15 in human-wave attacks. Iran finally agreed to an armistice in
The United States launched an aerial bombardment of Libya in in retaliation for Libyan support of terrorism
and attacks on US personnel in Germany and Turkey. The United States engaged in significant direct and
indirect conflict in the decade via alliances with various groups in a number of Central and South American
countries claiming that the U. The Iranâ€”Contra affair erupted which involved U. Civil wars and guerrilla
wars[ edit ] The most notable internal conflicts of the decade include: Lebanese Civil War â€” â€” Throughout
the decade, Lebanon was engulfed in civil war between Islamic and Christian factions. The conflict continues
through the present day Darfur genocide. Internal conflict in Peru: Haitian dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier was
overthrown by a popular uprising on February 6, Sitiveni Rabuka staged two military coups in Fiji in , and
declared the country a republic the same year. Israeli military intelligence assumed this was for the purpose of
plutonium production to further an Iraqi nuclear weapons program. Israeli intelligence also believed that the
summer of would be the last chance to destroy the reactor before it would be loaded with nuclear fuel.
Decolonization and independence[ edit ] In , Canada gained official independence from the United Kingdom
with the Canada Act , authorized by the signature by Elizabeth II. This act severed all political dependencies
of the United Kingdom in Canada although the Queen remained the head of state. Zimbabwe becomes
independent from official colonial rule of the United Kingdom in In international affairs, Reagan pursued a
hardline policy towards preventing the spread of communism, initiating a considerable buildup of U. Cocaine
was relatively popular among celebrities and affluent youth, while crack, a cheaper offshoot of the drug, was
linked to high crime rates in inner cities during the American crack epidemic. The strike caused considerable
disruption of the U. Resolution came when Ronald Reagan fired over 11, striking air traffic controllers who
had ignored the order, banning them from federal service for life. After seeking appeals, many of the
controllers were re-hired while the FAA attempted to replace much of their air traffic control staffing. The
remainder continued to be banned until President Clinton lifted the final aspects in Political unrest in the
province of Quebec , which, due to the many differences between the dominant francophone population and
the anglophone minority, and also to francophone rights in the predominantly English -speaking Canada, came
to a head in when the provincial government called a public referendum on partial separation from the rest of
Canada. The referendum ended with the "no" side winning majority In , Bettino Craxi became the first
socialist to hold the office of Prime Minister of Italy ; he remained in power until , becoming one of the
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longest-serving Prime Minister in the history of Italian Republic. At the end of his presidency the Mani pulite
corruption scandal broke up, causing the collapse of the political system. Significant political reforms occurred
in a number of communist countries in eastern Europe as the populations of these countries grew increasingly
hostile and politically active in opposing communist governments. These reforms included attempts to
increase individual liberties and market liberalization, and promises of democratic renewal. While making a
speech in Bucharest in December , he was booed and shouted down by the crowd, and then tried to flee the
city with his wife Elena. Two days later, they were captured, charged with genocide, and shot on Christmas.
There was continuing civil strife in Northern Ireland, including the adoption of hunger strikes by Irish
Republican Army prisoners seeking the reintroduction of political status. Gorbachev pursued negotiation with
the United States to decrease tensions and eventually end the Cold War. At the end of the decade, the fall of
the Berlin Wall in would be followed in by the German reunification. During , most of the communist
governments in Eastern Europe collapsed. Under her Premiership , the party introduced widespread economic
reforms including the privatisation of industries and the de-regulation of stock markets echoing similar
reforms of U. She was also a staunch opponent of communism earning her the nickname The Iron Lady. The
BBC has referred to the strike as "the most bitter industrial dispute in British history. He was followed in
quick succession by Yuri Andropov , the former KGB chief, and Konstantin Chernenko , both of whom were
in poor health during their short tenures in office. Asia[ edit ] South Korean president Chun Doo Hwan came
to power at the end of and ruled as a dictator until his presidential term expired in He was responsible for the
Kwangju Massacre in May when police and soldiers battled armed protesters. Relations with North Korea
showed little sign of improvement during the s. In , when Chun was in Burma, a bomb apparently planted by
North Korean agents killed a number of South Korean government officials. After leaving office, he was
succeeded by Roh Tae Woo , the first democratic ruler of the country, which saw its international prestige
greatly rise with hosting the Olympics in Roh pursued a policy of normalizing relations with China and the
Soviet Union, but had to face militant left-wing student groups who demanded reunification with North Korea
and the withdrawal of US troops. In the Philippines, after almost 20 years of dictatorship, Philippine president
Ferdinand Marcos left the presidency and was replaced by Corazon Aquino through the " People Power
Revolution " from February 22 to 25, This has been considered by some a peaceful revolution despite the fact
that the Armed Forces of the Philippines issued an order to disperse the crowds on EDSA the main
thoroughfare in Metro Manila. Notable world leaders[ edit ].
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Thousands and thousands of green acres were part of it, forests were part of it. It drew in and consumedâ€¦
â€¦and gave back the dung from its pens, and the soot from its chimneys, and steel, and saucepans, and all the
tools by which its food was made. And also clothes, and fashions, and ideas, and interesting vices, songs, and
knowledge, and something which, if looked at in the right light, was called civilization. That was what
civilization meant. It meant the city. They are population sinks, and always have been. In the world was 3
percent urban; in , 14 percent urban; in , 50 percent urban. If she moves to town, she can get a job, start a
business, and get education for her children. The move to town is a liberation. A New York Times story in
related that Gandhi idealized villages as the way to return Indians to their precolonial state. Tokyo is the only
surprise in that top-ten list. Fifty years later, in , the leading ten cities had doubled in size, and Shanghai,
Buenos Aires, and Calcutta had joined the list. Fifty years after that, in , the top ten cities had further tripled in
size , but that was the least of their changes. They are working like hell to make that happen, whereas we are
consuming like hell. In Africa â€¦ the supernova-like growth of a few giant cities like Lagos from , in to 10
million today has been matched by the transformation of several dozen small towns and oases like
Ouagadougou, Nouakchott, Douala, Antananarivo and Bamako into cities larger than San Francisco or
Manchester. The oldest universities , in Bologna and Paris, have lasted only 1, years so far. The oldest living
mainstream religions, Hinduism and Judaism, date back about 3, years. But the town of Jericho has been
continuously occupied for 10, years. Its neighbor Jerusalem has been an important city for 5, years, even
though it was conquered or destroyed thirty-six times and endured eleven conversions from one religion to
another. Many cities die or decline to irrelevance, but some thrive for millennia. I suspect that one cause of
their durability is that cities are the most constantly changing of organizations. In Europe they consume 2 to 3
percent per year of their material fabric buildings, roads, and other construction through demolition and
rebuilding. Countries that are highly urbanized have higher incomes, more stable economies, stronger
institutions. They are better able to withstand the volatility of the global economy than those with less
urbanized populations. Instead of just compiling numbers and filtering them through remotely conceived
theories, the researchers hung out in the slums, talking to people. They came back with an unexpected
observation: That growth rate hit a wall in with the world finanical crisis. Growing affluence has brought a
return of the city-state in some places. The independent power of a Singapore or Dubai rivals that of ancient
Athens or fifteenth-century Venice. Cities do the same. Average walking speeds increase. Businesses, public
spaces, nightclubs, and public squares consume more electricity. We need more metropolises. Surplus food
freed people to become specialists. Jane Jacobs upended that supposition in The Economy of Cities Entry was
by retractable ladders. When defense against raids by nomadic Apaches and Navajos became irrelevant after
the conquest by whites, the Pueblos all dispersed into scattered buildings except where high-rise density is
maintained partly for tourists, as at Taos and Acoma. Crucially, if protected from hunters, nearly every bird
and mammal species found in primary forest has also been found in secondary. Why would anyone leave a
brick house in the village with its two mango trees and its view of small hills in the East to come here? The
author of Shantaram , Gregory David Roberts, writes with all of the intensity and journalistic detail of a Victor
Hugo, but from a level of experience that Hugo never had. We sat, we chatted. Lenders have learned that
microfinance credit works best when provided to women instead of men; and women are the more responsible
holders of property deeds. The Challenge of Slums summarizes: However, one out of every four countries in
the developing world has a constitution or national laws that contain impediments to women owning land and
taking mortgages in their own names. For the first time in her life she had got rid of her husband, her in-laws,
her village and their burdens. A few months after she arrived, Shimu, now able to support her children,
mustered the courage to return to her town and file for divorce. In her village none of this would have been
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possible. But she thinks that when she is older she will go back there. She plans to buy a piece of land and
settle there. That bond back to the village appears to be universal. They will be taken there to be buried on
ancestral land when they die. Religious groups have a stronger support role in the slums than most people
realize. As Mike Davis wrote in New Left Review , Populist Islam and Pentecostal Christianity and in
Bombay, the cult of Shivaji occupy a social space analogous to that of early-twentieth-century socialism and
anarchism. Praise be to plastic pipe. All honor the prefab window. Bow down to sheets of old plywood,
stock-model sinks, mass-produced tile. Each home is built that way, and so is the whole community. Prince
Charles has the same opinion. Field researchers in Thailand for the UN report found that All slum households
in Bangkok have a colour television. The average number of TVs per household is 1. Two-thirds of the
households have a CD player, a washing machine, and 1. Half of them have a home telephone, a video player
and a motorcycle. Back in , Janice Perlman interviewed residents in the favelas of Rio. Everyone is working
hard and everyone is moving up. In many cities, the roughest slums are pressed right up against the most
affluent neighborhoods. At the entry level, the informal economy is organized around pittances. On the whole,
dime-a-day for-profit schools are doing a better job of teaching the poorest children than the far more
expensive state schools. For that matter, how did global crime do? Did the rate of urbanization slow down or
speed up? How wrong was I? Infrastructure may be hidden in the formal world, but not in squatter cities. It is
do-it-yourself infrastructure. AES , a global energy company serving the developing world, invited me to a
conference in Buenos Aires in AES, among many other corporations, was inspired by C. Eradicating Poverty
Through Profits Prahalad writes that the poor shop after seven p. Corporations are right to pay attention to
what is now referred to as the BOPâ€”bottom of the pyramid. A large portion of humanity on the loose, trying
new things in new cities, is a lot of potential customers, collaborators, and competitors, and while the income
of the poor is currently small, it is growing fast. And the aggregate numbers are formidable. A book, The Next
Four Billion , declares: That zone is a wilderness inhabited already by large populations worldwide, but
officially denied and rarely described. Today they are afraid of dying in the crossfire between drug dealers and
police or between rival gangs. In his seminal book, The Other Path , he was the first to honor the way the
informal economy works, based on research in the squatter communities of Lima. His theory was that
squatters could break out of poverty if only they could get bankable title to their shacks. Neuwirth wrote in
Shadow Cities: When they know they are secure, they build.
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Your tone of voice matters more than you think. If your tone of voice is flat and lacks any sense of
enthusiasm, how do you expect the other person to ever show interest in your call? People always love to hear
their name, so use it. Unless there is no other way, avoid negotiating anything over the telephone. Click on
above image for a free infographic on negotiating skills! If you do have to negotiate over the telephone, use
pauses and your tone of voice in the same manner as you would in a face-to-face negotiation. Limit the
background noise. If the phone call is important, stand up when you make it. Never be the first person to
hang-up the telephone. Always allow the other person to disconnect first. You never know when the other
person might just share with you one more important piece of information. Be quiet when the other person
disconnects. Many times a person will think they have ended the call when they have not actually
disconnected. You might just surprise yourself with what you hear from the other end. Allowing yourself to
become distracted may easily cause you to miss a key point. Use open-ended questions as a way to build the
dialogue. Quality counts and it represents you. Keep a mirror on your desk to allow you to see yourself
talking. Talk with your hands, as it allows you to convey more energy in your voice. Use a high-quality
headset to allow you to talk with your hands. Follow the link below to get even more phone sales skills tips for
both live calls and voice mail.
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Winning sales professionals use the telephone as a successful tool to achieve their sales goals. Selling on the telephone
is a very crucial sales method that no organization or individual can afford to ignore.

Sales Training Appointments and Presentation Tips Getting Started in Sales The cost of selling is escalating
and time is ever in short supply to make face-to-face sales calls. But stiff competition requires that sales
professionals keep notching up their sales goals every quarter and every year. The secret is not something very
unfathomable. It lies with the proper use of successful telephone sales techniques. Winning sales professionals
use the telephone as a successful tool to achieve their sales goals. Selling on the telephone is a very crucial
sales method that no organization or individual can afford to ignore. There are certain techniques that
successful sales people resort to when they use the telephone for making sales calls and closing sales. We will
study the simple techniques here. Same Principles Selling over the telephone may lead to the closing of a sale
or leading to an opening for a presentation and possible deal. The same principles that apply for face-to-face
selling, is applicable for telephone selling. This means that you will follow the same rules like providing
product information, handling objections and closing. You will have to be cordial to the prospect, not interrupt
them, and give priority to their needs. You may not close the sales over the phone, but you can probe the
prospect with open-ended questions like: You may have to first make many calls to get to the decision-maker.
The decision-maker must have four unique and present factors: Then you will have to: This can be quite
difficult, but just like a face-to-face sale and if you do it right you can close a sale or at least get a solid
opening for an appointment and presentation. Use the Advantages The advantage of selling over the telephone
is that neither the customer nor the buyer has the possibility of getting distracted by discouraging body
language. Also sales over the telephone save a lot of time and energy by way of decreasing travel time and
expenses. The First Impressions First impressions are always important. When making a cold call, responding
to a lead, or following up on a business reply card you have to impress the prospect within the first one-two
minutes. It is really important given the fact that people are bombarded with email, phone calls and sales
solicitations daily and they love to avoid such calls. Actually reaching a prospect on the telephone is not as
easy as it used to be. If you manage to get the prospects on line you should hold their attention and help them
to or service quickly by listening and mentioning the benefits to help make the clients life easier. When people
find someone is talking about a solution to their needs they get interested. Speak in an unhurried voice. Speak
in a cool, calm, and assured voice. Talk about the needs of the prospect. That is more likely to grab their
attention. Do Your Homework You have to know as much as possible about the prospect. Try to gather
relevant information about the prospects company. Go to their web site; check out their financials and the
press room for relevant and timely information that will help you to gain credibility in their eyes. Learn
thoroughly about their businesses, lifestyles, tastes, and preferences. Prospects will not have the time to
educate you on the phone about those things and will be impressed that you have done your homework. Even
if the prospect is not able to see you, your voice can clearly reflect your personality. So take care of that.
Speak in a pleasant and friendly tone. Make certain that your voice sounds good on the telephone. Record your
voice and see how your voice sounds. Stand up and speak while making sales calls. If you are sitting while
making calls, sit in an erect position so that your voice is coming out properly giving it the required throw. If
you slouch and make a sales call on the phone your tone will reflect carelessness. Treat each prospect with due
importance and call them with sufficient professionalism. Do adequate research on them before making calls.
The total number of calls you make is less important than the quality of the calls you make. So, try
experimenting with these telephone sales techniques and sales success may just be a phone call away! The
book - "Sales 3. This book is a must-read for people who want to win business and build concrete network
through social media. I help companies and professionals achieve results through customized, creative and
non-traditional sales training systems that are "one size fits one" and developed to the unique business needs
and "sales pain points" of each client. I am available to speak on these topics.
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Enter your email to reset your password Or sign up using: So who are the best of the best? Here are 10 closers
who helped invent and reinvent the modern world of sales. He was also the father of modern sales training. He
was among the first entrepreneurs to organize sales-training programs and retreats. David Ogilvy The
legendary advertising executive who created iconic campaigns for Hathaway, Dove, Schweppes, and
Rolls-Royce began his career in sales, moving cooking stoves door to door. He was so successful the company
he worked for asked him to write an instruction manual that it then distributed to other members of its sales
force. Filled with timeless advice, it became a cult classic. Foster any attempt to talk about other things; the
longer you stay the better you get to know the prospect, and the more you will be trusted. She planned to write
a book, but her notes became instead a business plan for a beauty and cosmetics company that relied on
women to sell merchandise to their friends and acquaintances through direct sales otherwise known as
multilevel marketing. Dale Carnegie The son of a hardscrabble Missouri farmer, Carnegie began his career
selling products and correspondence courses to ranchers. He eventually landed in New York City, where he
began to offer a series of public speaking classes that were frequented by many budding salespeople. His
landmark book How to Win Friends and Influence People instructs readers to become more effective
communicators who focus on fostering healthy team dynamics. Carnegie was also ahead of his time in
exhorting his followers to pursue work-life balance. Joe Girard This Detroit native made a name for himself as
the greatest car salesman of the postwar era. As a young boy, he sold subscriptions to the Detroit Free Press
door to door and learned that sales operated according to a law of averages all its own. The more doorbells he
rang, the more money he made. He carried that philosophy forward when he graduated to selling big-ticket
items. These ambitions often include buying a specific piano that they feel they can no longer live without,
even if it strains both their living rooms and their bank accounts. His exuberance created a market for the Solid
Flavor Injector, Mr. Microphone, and the Showtime Rotisserie. People see that, and they know it is real.
Ellison himself is credited or blamed for creating a culture of winning new business at any cost. He is famous
for calling sales managers late at night and on weekends to ask pointed questions about stalled deals or lost
accounts. Zig Ziglar One of the leading motivational speakers in recent years, Ziglar has helped shape the
modern vocabulary of sales as much as any other sales expert. In particular, he encourages salespeople to
commit to a lifetime of learning and training; to be extremely shrewd when it comes to setting and thereby
exceeding goals and quotas; and to maintain a heightened level of motivation by constantly visualizing
success. Napoleon Barragan The founder of Mattress was a genius at using technology to open new sales
channels for his Simmons and Sealys. He was one of the first and most successful adopters of the number,
correctly predicting that consumers would be perfectly willing to have mattresses delivered to their homes
sight unseen. Soon after the advent of e-commerce, he registered the domain name mattress. The
Ecuadorean-born Barragan got his start in s Colombia, selling beer and soda from the back of a burro.
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A Bell System logo called the Blue Bell used from to The project was the first of its kind to create a
nationwide long-distance network with a commercially viable cost-structure. This project was formally
incorporated into a separate company named American Telephone and Telegraph Company on March 3,
Starting from New York , the network reached Chicago in Transatlantic services started in using two-way
radio , but the first trans-Atlantic telephone cable did not arrive until Sept. Bell System The Bell System logo
and trademark as it appeared in To avoid antitrust action, in a deal with the government, Vail agreed to the
Kingsbury Commitment of Brock says in The Telecommunications Industry: The Dynamics Of Market
Structure, "[The] provision allowed Bell and the independents to exchange telephones in order to give each
other geographical monopolies. So long as only one company served a given geographical area there was little
reason to expect price competition to take place. Around , the idea that everyone in the country should have
phone service and that the government should promote that began being discussed in government. Rates were
regulated so that customers in large cities would pay higher rates to subsidize those in more remote areas.
States then began regulating rates so that those in rural areas would not have to pay high prices, and
competition was highly regulated or prohibited in local markets. Also, potential competitors were forbidden
from installing new lines to compete, with state governments wishing to avoid "duplication. Both companies
agreed to cross-license patents, ending that aspect of the dispute. This research and development unit proved
highly successful, pioneering, among other things, radio astronomy , the transistor , the photovoltaic cell , the
Unix operating system , and the C programming language. Nonetheless, technological innovation continued.
Standard Western Electric Model telephone , rented never sold to U. Public utility commissions in state and
local jurisdictions regulated the Bell System and all the other telephone companies. These commissions
controlled the rates that companies could charge, and the specific services and equipment they could offer.
Many phones made by Western Electric thus carried the following disclaimer permanently molded into their
housings: This ruling 13 F. While there were many "independent telephone companies", General Telephone
being the most significant, the Bell System was far larger than all the others, and widely considered a
monopoly itself. The first erosion to this monopoly occurred in where the Hush-A-Phone v. The rise of cheap
microwave communications equipment in the s and s opened a window of opportunity for competitors â€” no
longer was the acquisition of expensive rights-of-way necessary for the construction of a long-distance
telephone network. A sign that hung in many Bell facilities in read: There are two giant entities at work in our
country, and they both have an amazing influence on our daily lives Guess which one is now trying to tell the
other one how to run its business? After deregulation of the U. The industry as a whole had many other
reorganizations since the s, both due to deregulation and because of technological advances reducing demand
and pricing power in telecommunications. By mid, customers were being directed to sign contracts with the
parent companies, and Concert Communications Services , as the venture was eventually known, was
scrapped in October that year. In , it closed down the research part of the lab. In , the U. Rise of SBC[ edit ]
Further information: It had three other subsidiaries: Southwestern Bell Publications, Inc. This in turn boosted
the company to third largest cellular-communications company in the United States; behind McCaw Cellular
and Pacific Telesis. Louis to San Antonio , Texas in February SBC would later start selling its current cable
company interests. They then combined Southwestern Bell Telecom division which made telephone
equipment into the company, due to new FCC rules. The FCC disapproved of the merger, and it came to end.
Later in , SBC sold its last two cable companies, exiting the cable telecom field. After making several
organizational changes such as the sale of Ameritech Wireless to GTE to satisfy state and federal regulators,
the two merged on October 8, During SBC continued to prepare to be allowed to provide long distance phone
service. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
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challenged and removed. Department of Justice cleared the merger on October 27, , and the Federal
Communications Commission approved it on October 31, The merger was finalized on November 18,
7: The 10 Greatest Salespeople of All Time | www.enganchecubano.com
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

8: How to Be Successful Making Telephone Sales (with Pictures)
Successful Telephone Selling in the '80s by Shook, Robert L.; Shafiroff, Martin D. and a great selection of similar Used,
New and Collectible Books available now at www.enganchecubano.com

9: 18 Phone Sales Skills Tips You Can Use Right Now | Mark Hunter
List of best-selling singles of the s in the United Kingdom. Singles are a type of music release that typically have fewer
tracks than an extended play or an album.
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